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July 14 , 1958

Mr. Russell Magutre
500 litth Avenue
New York1 N. Y.

Dear Mr. Magutre:

Thank you for your letter of July 11th. I am glad that you like my
article on Bible Prophecy.

I am glad to concur in the suggestion that you have made about the small
change in the third paragraph on page three so as to make it read "an even
more brutal aggressor" instead of "an equally brutal aggressor".

As a matter of fact, the wording that you suggest is exactly what I had.
in my first draft, As I went over it however I began to wonder about it. I
doubt if it would be possible for anyone to be a more brutal aggreosor than
either Stalin or ruehch.ev, Yet to prove that Ritler was actually less brutal
might be difficult. Consequently I changed the wording to the form which was
in the draft that you received.

However, since Hitler is no longer a menace, and the area that was actually
reached. by his activity was probably lose extensive than that affected, by
wicked activities or Stalin and Krv.ebchov, and. e inco Eru chow ropresonte a
ghastly continuing menace to the world, there is probably no barn in using the
stronger terminology.

I always aim to make my statements such that I can prove every detail if
called upon to do so.

I enclose the two pamphlets that I mentioned to you and hope that you will
find, them interesting. In each of them I have presented certain vital aspects
that I have not come across anywhere else.

Some time I hope you may tIM it possible to visit Faith Seminary, The old '
Wtdonsr estate gives a physical background hardly equalled by any other
theological seminary in the world. We are endeavoring to train men to stand
for true Biblical principles right down the line.

Thank you for having given me this opportunity to cooperate in your fine
work.




Sincerely yours,

Dr. Allan A. MacRae
President
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